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Marylhurst Labyrinth Dedication     

Dear Labyrinth Friends,

I want to take this opportunity to thank the members of the LNN community who

have supported us in our time of need when we were at risk of losing our website.

 Some people said that perhaps LNN had run its course and it was no longer

needed, but others came forth with cards, letters, and money expressing their

appreciation for the volunteers who keep LNN functioning and appreciation for our

website which is used by people from around the world.

 

People are helping LNN in a variety of ways.  Grace  has been a tremendous

blessing to me… writing some of the announcements and updating the calendar.  In
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response to our plea for help, Jamie is inviting everyone to have a relaxing afternoon

at her home talking with other labyrinth enthusiasts and walking the labyrinth in her

backyard.  Patricia has offered to help us plan an LNN event for October, and Anne

has offered us the use of her labyrinth for an LNN event.  And the members of the

LNN Planning Circle continue to help in so many ways that I couldn’t begin to tell

you.

  

I was shocked and sad when I heard that Marylhurst University was closing.  I was

thinking about the two big labyrinth festivals LNN had at Marylhurst. The university

was very gracious in sharing their facilities with us for community events… lots of

space for lots of labyrinths.  What fun!

The Marylhurst labyrinth group has had lovely walks on their indoor canvas

labyrinth, and then they painted a labyrinth on the patio of the Library.  They worked

hard for that labyrinth and they had dreams of a really nice big permanent labyrinth

in a prominent location on the campus, but now those dreams will not become a

reality.  What happens with their 2 labyrinths when the University closes???  So

many questions… such an emotional and confusing time this is for Marylhurst

students, faculty and staff.  They can’t yet see around the next bend in their labyrinth

of life.  Click here to read this message from the Marylhust Labyrinth Group

I’m planning to attend this Saturday’s Labyrinth Walk for Peace at Marylhurst.  You

are all invited to join us.  See flier for details.  This may be last walk The Marylhurst

Labyrinth Group are able to host.  I want to be with them during this difficult time of

transition and walk with them in hope for the future of Marylhurst.  A photo of the
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Marylhurst Labyrinth and additional information can be found on the home page of

the LNN website.

Check the LNN Calendar for information about the July 7 event at Jamie’s house or

the June 23 event at Marylhurst, and you’ll find lots of other interesting events there

too.

 

I have more that I’d like to talk to you about, but it’s time to stop for now.  More later.

Love,

Kay Kinneavy

The Labyrinth Lady
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